Diagnostic accuracy of 3D deep-learning-based fully automated estimation of patient-level minimum fractional flow reserve from coronary computed tomography angiography.
Although deep-learning algorithms have been used to compute fractional flow reserve (FFR) from coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA), no study has achieved 'fully automated' (i.e. free from human input) FFR calculation using deep-learning algorithms. The purpose of the study was to evaluate the accuracy of a fully automated 3D deep-learning model for estimating minimum FFR from CCTA data, with invasive FFR as the reference standard. This retrospective study of 1052 patients included 131 patients whose CCTA studies showed 30-90% stenosis and underwent invasive FFR (abnormal FFR observed in 72/131, 55%), and 921 patients who underwent clinically indicated CCTA without invasive FFR. We designed a fully automated 3D deep-learning model that inputs CCTA data and outputs minimum FFR without requiring human input. The model comprised a series of deep-learning algorithms: a conditional generative adversarial network, a 3D convolutional ladder network, and two independent neural networks with integrated virtual adversarial training. We used Monte Carlo cross-validation to evaluate the accuracy of the model for estimating FFR, with invasive FFR as the reference standard. The deep-learning FFR achieved area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve of 0.78 for detection of abnormal FFR; and was significantly higher than for visually determined CCTA >50% stenosis (area under the curve = 0.56). The deep-learning FFR model achieved 76% accuracy for detecting abnormal FFR, with sensitivity of 85% (79-89%) and specificity of 63% (54-70%). The 3D deep-learning model, which performs fully automatic estimation of minimum FFR from cardiac CT data, achieved 76% accuracy in detecting abnormal FFR.